
We often get letters and photos
from MAGNATRAC Owners.
Here’s how “homesteader” Steve
Baker from Limestone, Michigan
developed his lot, built his own
home, workshop and barn...just
Steve and his MAGNATRAC!

     “Dear Struck...
       I just thought I’d drop you 
folks at Struck a letter to let 
you know how my Magnatrac has
been performing.  The first 
project I tackled was to excavate 
my future home’s basement.
       The photos show before, during
and after on my wooded property.
The excavation was 56’ x 36’ x 6’
deep, or about 12,000 cubic feet of
earth moved with the tractor!  As you
can see, the ground is a combination
of sand, gravel and rock.  
       I also excavated the footings for
my garage and barn.  Several people
who visited my property were
impressed with the amount of work
the Magnatrac could perform.
       Please continue your fine
service.  Continued success for your
company!”
                                       Sincerely,
                              
                          Limestone, MI

Steve used his Magnatrac to clear away  dense brush
from his building site.

“I dug a trench for electrical conduit, then filled it in
after all the equipment was installed and inspected.”

“I DID IT ALL MYSELF 
WITH MY MAGNATRAC!”

A story of PERSONAL INDEPENDENCE with a MAGNATRAC!

“I moved over 12,000 cubic feet of sandy, rocky soilto dig a foundation hole 56’ x 36’ x 6’ deep!”
“I leveled my driveway with the dozer blade, tiltingit slightly to crown it for better drainage.”

“The house is done, but I’m still using the Magnatrac for
landscaping and hauling things around.”“It’s a lot quicker to backfill the hole than to make it

in the first place!”

Give us a call today for a FREE Phone Consultation & Quote or Visit our Website: StruckCorp.com/quote

Please take
action today!

1.01.19© 2019 Struck Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

The Struck Corporation has a policy of continuous
product improvement and reserves the right to
change its products, specifications and dimensions
at any time without notice or obligation.

1 - 877 - 828 - 8323

Power Solutions for Today

W51N545 Struck Lane
Cedarburg, WI 53012
P: 877-828-8323
F: 262-377-9247

™
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TRACKS MAKE
THE DIFFERENCE!Power Solutions for Today

™
™
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Dear Friend,

Congratulations!  You've discovered
 the most practical & hardest-working tool a

LARGE PROPERTY OWNER, HOMESTEADER or CONTRACTOR can own!

      A MAGNATRAC® is a wonderful time-save
r and work-saver...a "bulletproof," all

-track powerhouse that gives

you low cost "compact bulldozer pow
er” to do all the big jobs around your

 home, farm, cottage, or light

construction site.  It's much more ver
satile and rugged than any rubber-tire

d compact tractor and FAR more

affordable than any other vehicle with
 tracks.

      It's a TREMENDOUS VALUE that does 1,001 tough j
obs. It's a rugged workhorse with do

zens of

attachments & accessories, each capable of doing do
zens of man-killing jobs.  Owning a MAGNATRAC® lets

you do a LOT more work in less time - and with
 a minimum of effort. Hard work becomes easy...even FUN!

      This brochure is full of informati
on about what makes a MAGNATRAC® a better choice than wheeled

vehicles or other tracked vehicles, an
d all of the amazing things you can a

ccomplish with MAGNATRAC®

power!  But first let me take just a m
inute to tell you about who we are an

d how we

came to be.

From Simple Beginnings to Industr
y Leading

      Charlie Struck (our founder) was a
n engineering student many years ago.

  He

had a unique idea...small bulldozers fo
r the do-it-yourselfers.  That idea has 

now

seen over 50 years of constant product
ion & improvement.  There have been man

y

models over those 50 years, but I think
 you’ll find the compact crawlers we

manufacture today are without a doub
t better built, and better designed than

 anything we have ever produced.

      Our NEW MH8500 boasts the BEST HYDROSTATIC DRIVE we have ever produced couple
d with a

sophisticated framing system that is 
precisely and efficiently robotically w

elded.  Our rugged attachments are

perfectly matched to your excavating
 and land clearing needs.  So if you n

eed the power and durability of a ste
el

track crawler, the complete line of St
ruck Crawlers has a solution for you!

We h a v e  c ome  a  l o n g  way  i n  t h
e  l a s t  50  ye a rs . . .

w h a t  w i l l  t h e  n e x t  50  ye a rs  b
r i n g?

1967 1968 1975 1985 1991 2005 2019

This s imple
pro to t ype is
what s tarted i t

a l l !

THANK YOU for requesting this FREE INFORMATION!

You're about to learn how the amazin
g MAGNATRAC® can help you...

lBe your own boss!   lDo 1,001 "impossible" jobs! lWork faster & easier!

l SAVE money, MAKE money!  lBe far more self-sufficient!

Power Solutions for Today

W51N545 Struck Lane

Cedarburg, WI 53012

P: 877-828-8323

F: 262-377-9247

™

Since 1967
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New Technology Improves Quality, Reduces
Price!

      “Make it better.”  This simple concept has been
the key to our success for over 5 decades.  This
attitude applies to every aspect of production...all the
way from cutting metal to painting parts.  Utilizing
Computer Aided Drafting (CAD), robotic welding,
automated punching, CNC  lathes, and waterjet
technologies: we can design, fabricate, and finish new
designs quickly and efficiently.  This means more
savings passed on to you!  More importantly these advances make a betterproduct that we are proud to produce!

Built in America...backed with 100% integrity
      We design all of the MAGNATRAC®S.  They’re not cheap foreign imports, we build them ourselves righthere in Cedarburg, Wisconsin.  We do business in the millions of dollars, but we’re no mass-producer by a longshot.  We employ a trusty crew made up of individuals who have been with us an average of 15 years. Our small,hard-working company builds every MAGNATRAC® with care, pride and personal attention that’s gettingnearly impossible to find these days.  We are committed to providing exceptional Quality, Service, and Value inevery part of our business!

We’re here to help you!
      We have been selling our equipment factory direct for over five decades.  This has ensured nomiddleman markup or hassles, and has kept us close to our customers and their needs.  We have learneda lot about what our equipment, as well as others, are capable of doing.  So if you have some toughprojects in mind give us a call, and we’ll help you decide which MAGNATRAC® would be right foryour earthmoving needs.

NOW is the time to act:  get a FREE QUOTE or PLACE YOUR ORDER now!
      The Limited-Time Sale Offer Deadline is approaching.  Now’s the time to act.  You can’t go wrong-- I won’t let you!  Call Toll Free: 1-877-828-8323 today!

YOU’RE JUST A CLICK AWAY! 
      E-mail us at: sales@StruckCorp.com with any questions you may have.  Don’t let another season ofearthmoving opportunities pass you by!

     
Sincerely,

     
Maribeth Peer, President     
Struck Corporation

     P.S. There’s a SPECIAL SAVINGS OFFER in effect, and the Deadline is near! See theenclosed, Sale Flyer & Sale Price Lists...then TAKE ACTION: request a quote, orplace your order NOW!
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Tracks are BULLETPROOF! Rubber tires are easily
cut, bruised, punctured, and go flat in storage. Our
ALL-STEEL TRACKS are 100% blow-out proof.
They’re impervious to just about anything: sharp rocks,
glass, scrap steel, nails, hot materials, weight...even
TIME!  So you can clear brush or worksite with no
worries of unseen objects damaging tires.

Slope Stability! A steel track crawler’s tracks
and undercarriage provide a heavy anchor
down low.  Wheeled vehicles carry their
weight up high on tires, which are essentially
bags of air.  The crawlers lower center of
gravity lets you get the job done safely on
slope conditions far too dangerous for most
wheeled vehicles.

Track vehicles turn 360° in HALF the space.
Because you can rotate our tracks in opposite
directions at the same time, MAGNATRACS
turn in their own length, just over 6’.  A
comparably-powered compact tractor requires
more than twice the space -- over 13’ of clear
space to turn around!

Tracks have better flotation. All that surface
contact means less pressure on the ground.
Tracks’ big surface area “floats” on top of mud,
sand, snow and other difficult surfaces, while
wheels sink in and spin, digging themselves into
a hole.

Tracks have more surface area contacting the
ground than wheels. A compact wheel tractor
contacts the ground on less than 260 sq. in. The
MAGNATRAC MH SERIES puts over 770
sq. in. on the ground!  That means you keep
pushing when they start spinning.  There is
even enough power & traction to drive a 48 in.
loader bucket into the ground!

3

Tires pull less than
200 sq. in. on the
ground.

Tracks Grip with over
770 sq. in. on the
ground.

Magnatrac’s drive surface is over 770 sq. in.
That’s 4 times greater than a typical 2-wheel-
drive tractor!

A typical 2-wheel drive tractor’s drive surface is
merely 190 sq. in. (252 on 4WD).

5 BIG
reasons why...

What are your tires afraid of?

A MAGNATRAC’S
low center of
gravity lets you
tackle tough jobs
on slopes too
tough for
wheeled
vehicles.

A typical compact wheel tractor requires
a huge, 13’ diameter open space to turn

itself around!

Nails

Thorns

Barbwire

Debris

Glass

Because a MAGNATRAC’S tracks can
counter rotate, it nimbly turns 360˚ in
its own length... just over 6’. Half the space!

TRACKS MAKE THE D
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     Tracks are the heart and soul of every MAGNATRAC®.  Since its
development in 1976, all MAGNATRACS have utilized our unique
Tandem Chain Path (TCP) System. This custom system dramatically
improves track stability by simultaneously engaging matched pairs of
drive sprockets and chains on each track.  Not only does this
provided redundancy in the event of debris in the track system,
but also provides track stability equivalent to a sprocket over seven
times the width.

     Wheels on cars make sense...they go fast on
smooth pavement. Wheels on lawnmowers make
sense too, your just cutting grass. But when
you’ve got BIG, TOUGH jobs to do, TRACKS
beat WHEELS every time! 

Track Chain

The MH Series Heavy-Duty Track

option utilizes #551X chain with

40,000 lbs of tensile strength.  This

Chain, with its almost indestructible

hardness,  provides a hardened

runway for the MAGNATRAC’S

hardened guide rollers.  This

standard of quality in a track chain

makes it the  popular choice of most

light commercial contractors and

homeowners who put punishing

long hours on their tractors.

Track Plates

1/4” Steel plates  are accurately

die punched and then positioned

on precisely made “tool steel”

welding fixtures. These track

plates are then robotically welded

to the selected track chain.  This

precise locating and welding

ensure the proper spacing for the

TCP track drive sprockets.

Track Shoes

The TSO40 Grouser shoe

(above, to the right) is the

classic track shoe option

providing exceptional traction

& durability in any digging

situation.

The TSO45P Non-Marking Shoe

option (above, to the left)

provides a track shoe capable of

withstanding coarse debris

while not marking or scuffing

finished asphalt or concrete.

Track Drive and Guidance

The drive behind TCP is the matched sprockets of the rear drive and front idler

sprocket.  Simultaneously engaging both track chains provides redundancy in case

of debris interference and the effectiveness of a sprocket width seven times greater.

Track guide rollers encase the track chain  and precisely direct the chain into the

drive and idler sprockets.  Serving as weight bearing points, guide roller flanges

are cut from incredibly hard AR400 Plate steel. 

Track Tension

Critical to a stable track system is proper

tensioning.  While pneumatic and hydraulic

tensioning systems can fail, the TCP mechanical

tensioning system is rock solid.

With simple bolt adjustments hardened springs

provide consistent forward pressure on the front

idler sprocket to continually engage the track

chains.

TANDEM CHAIN PATH™

...unparalleled track performance!

f?

The Tandem Chain Path™ (TCP) track system is both

efficient and economical to manufacture.

Utilizing rugged yet inexpensive & readily available agricultural chain rather than

expensive custom chain provides an immediate means of reducing cost to the end

user.  While multiple parallel chains are often found in other applications, they are

oriented immediately adjacent to each other.  The key to the TCP’s track stability is

the separation of the parallel chains across a distance that is rigidly fixed.  This

provides lateral support 7X greater than an equal sized single sprocket.

Track Plate

Chain Pin
Chain Wall

Sprocket

Single
Sprocket7X

Greater
Sprocket
Support

 DIFFERENCE!
™
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You’ll break-out loads with a FULL TON of power, easily filling its bucket and
toting almost 8 cu. ft., over 800 lbs.  You’ll raise loads as high as 7-1/2’, enabling you
to reach and dump precisely into a truck box. Crisp, responsive hydro controls give you
clean “knock-out” and the agility to grade smoothly and backpull with ease.

5

BLAST THROUGH JOBS...
QUICKLY & EASILY!

Compatible* with
dozens of third-
party attachments!

      • Snow Blower
     • Stump Grinder
     • Trencher
     • Rock Hammer
     • Pallet Forks
     • Ground Leveler
     • Grapples
     • Mowers
     • Dozer Blades
     • Sweepers
     • Post Drivers
     • Cement Mixers
     • Augers
     • Tree Spade
     • and many more!

* Consult manufacturer for
specifications and equipment
requirements.  Additional
accessories may be required.1 2 3

Change attachments as easy as 1-2-3

Drive

In
Pick

Up
Lock

     The SH44 Speed Hitch has taken our MAGNATRAC® MH Series to a new
level of versatility.  Whether you need a ground leveler, a snow blower, a sweeper, a
trencher, or dozens of others, our SH44 Speed Hitch offers universal compatibility
with dozens of third-party skid steer attachments (some of which you may already
own).  

Now... enjoy FULL INDEPENDENCE because you do all those tough jobs YOURSELF!

Universal Mounting System provides access to dozens of attachment options!

      Nothing stands in your way, because your MAGNATRAC® digs, hauls, and moves everything in your path.
Equipped with a Loader and a Backhoe -- our most popular attachment combination -- your MAGNATRAC® can
handle just about anything!
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Through the principles of weight transfer, a MAGNATRAC uses
the weight of the load it’s lifting to increase its traction for more
pulling power! Pull ground-engaging plow attachments, plus huge
loads of logs, stone and more.  You can even move a small building
to a new site!

      The D108 model Backhoe stretches
out over 11’ and digs up to 8’ deep.
Oversized hydraulic cylinders deliver
3,000 lbs. of cutting and breakaway
force! Dig quickly, dump nimbly into
compact dump trucks. 

6

Equipped with a Category #1 three point hitch &
live PTO, your MH Series Magnatrac can take on
dozens of available attachments.

In a massive display of raw
power, we lifted  this 700 lb. log from
one end. We’d never suggest you lift
from one end because of the
extraordinary torque and strain...yet the
MAGNATRAC handled it easily.

Just how rugged is 
a Struck Crawler?

Profit from the land you
already own by harvesting
valuable logs!

Build a road that drains right, clear
brush, and landscape your property like
a pro!

Now... enjoy FULL INDEPENDENCE
do all those tough jobs YOURSELF!

Create recreational trails for
walking, hunting, ATVs, or
horseback riding.

Now, wherever you’d have hired a plow, dozer, or a backhoe, you
can do it all yourself with a MAGNATRAC.  It’s tremendously
satisfying to know you can handle just about anything -- quickly,
easily, the way YOU want it -- thanks to your MAGNATRAC!

Pull enormous loads including double bottom plows,
discs, back blades and more!

Have SmallerJobs & Projects?Read  more  about  theRS196K & the  RS1000in  the  “Twin-TrackDozer  Power” Brochure !  
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Take another look at the land around you...
       a MAGNATRAC®makes anything possible!

     So often we overlook the possibilities of our own land because we
don’t have the tools to transform it.   Look at the land through the
eyes of a MAGNATRAC® and you’ll realize a whole new world of
possibilities!  Whether it’s your own property or one for sale, make a
list of what’s wrong and you’ll find the MAGNATRAC® is a
solution.  

Poor drainage...cut drainage ditches and re-grade!  

No room  for recreation...clear land and cut trails!

Unsightly old sheds...demolish them!  

Ponds and streams overgrown ...reclaim them!  

No storage space...dig a foundation for a barn!

Poor access...cut and maintain roads!

No power or water...run utility lines!

7

WHAT’S ON YOUR LAND?

The MAGNATRAC® has unlimited
potential to vastly increase the value of
your land!

* Backhoe like a pro!
* Load gravel
* Cultivate your garden
* Transplant trees
* Clean up shorelines
* Pull a 2-bottom plow
* Be a rugged Loader
* Clean out barns
* Disk and harrow

* Build a road
* Install septic systems
* Clear land
* Grade roads
* Lay pipe and cable
* Clear a beautiful view
* Landscape properties
* Dig irrigation ditches
* Clean a barnyard

* Plow deep snow
* Demolish old buildings
* Remove fallen trees
* Dig stumps out
* Fill in ravines
* Install culverts
* Remove big boulders
* Haul fence posts
* Clean roadside ditches

* Dig a pond
* Bore holes for posts
* Build a dam
* Dig a swimming pool
* Split firewood
* Pull a hay wagon
* Dig a home foundation
* Rototill your garden
* Build a forest lane

* Lift heavy weights
* Mow fields
* Make firebreaks
* Bulldoze tough

ground
* Un-stick your car
* Plow new ground
* Backfill foundations
* And much, much,

much more!

No job is too tough!

Harvest logs
for profit!

Clear your
land of brush
& debris!

Run utility
lines & dig
footings for a
barn, deck or
an addition!

Reclaim overgrown ponds and streams!

Move large
boulders for
retaining
walls or
landscaping!
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YOU’RE THE BOSS
...when you own a MAGNATRAC®!

“Yes, it was a lot of money.  But what I
will save building my house myself will
pay for the MAGNATRAC”

-- Randy Schmidt, Michigan

“It appears expensive until you check out
other systems.  Then it appears
inexpensive.”

-- Maynard Dalton, Alabama

“The MAGNATRAC  is worth every
dollar. It’s more than I expected, built
very well, and has awesome power to
push huge loads of dirt.”

-- Albert Arcuri, Connecticut 

“My MAGNATRAC is a very good
investment.  I’d buy it again, and I’ve told
all who will listen!”

--Sonny Nelson,
Virginia

Your MAGNATRAC
Pays For Itself!
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You’re in
control of your
property with
full power and
performance at
your fingertips.
You save
hundreds each
year when you
plow your own
snow...haul your

own firewood... build your own road...
landscape your own property...and handle
every tough task for a LIFETIME!

SAVE MONEY!

MAKE MONEY!

You’re in charge of your EARNINGS and
can make your MAGNATRAC® pay for itself
with a earthmoving business of your own!  It’s
easy -- many owners have done it.  It’s easy to
get work and make a handsome profit. 

Pick up landscaping, excavating, and
earthmoving jobs. Just ask at job sites, or
place a small newspaper ad. Word-of-mouth
works, too!

“
”

Both a good investment,
and rewarding work!

"...the money I save having paid someone to do it, the
MAGNATRAC has become one of my most precious
investments.  Not only the savings, but the enjoyment
of doing it yourself is very rewarding." 

-- F. Canseco

“
”

He pulled a 3/4 ton Ford truck and
trailer...load and all!
“We got stuck with a 3/4 ton Ford truck with a 14’ trailer
loaded with 4,000 lbs.  I hooked on with the MAGNATRAC,
and pulled it out going uphill.  Never thought that little
‘Trac would have so much power!”

-- Alan Roquet

Get the

“BE YOUR OWN BOSS

Business Plan”
 Booklet: How to start

your own earthmoving business
!

1-877-828-83
23

FREE if you call

NOW!

“
”

He had the right tool to get the job done!
"I moved a boulder the size of a pickup bed when others
were looking for a jackhammer.  An oak log 20 ft X 24
in while others were looking for a chainsaw." 

-- T. Light

“
”

Exceeding Expectations!
"There aren’t many bargains in this world but your
MAGNATRAC is decidedly one. Its performance and
ruggedness has immeasurably exceeded my expectations." 

-- R. Chandler

Don’t take our word for it!

    Sure, we have a lot of faith in the ability of
our MAGNATRACS, but so do our owners!
Throughout this brochure you will notice
customer comments about their experiences
with our company, and our products.  No
advertising catch phrase or logo could match
the impact of their opinions.  So if you want to
hear it straight from the horse’s mouth just ask
us for an owner in your area, and they’ll tell it
to you straight!
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     The MAGNATRAC MH Series heavy-duty undercarriage, provides a tough-as-nails backbone for the
Tandem Chain Path (TCP) track system and our complete line of heavy-duty attachments.  You can rest easy
knowing your MAGNATRAC® is built on a rock solid foundation.  A rugged undercarriage and track system are
just the beginning for the MH Series.  We’ve partnered with 2 of the best engine manufacturers in the industry;
Honda® and Kubota®. - No matter which MH Series MAGNATRAC model you choose...You Can’t Go Wrong!

BUILT THE AMERICAN WAY -- W
STRENGTH FROM THE INSIDE O

l Solid steel track plates are made from
1/4” steel plate.  Thoroughly welded to
industrially-rated dual track chains.

lDual spring track tensioners are
easy to adjust, keeping the track
tension even for top efficiency.

9

lThe heavy-duty disc brake
system is going the extra
mile with safety! 

lHeavy 2 inch steel bars & 1/4”
plate steel webbing connect
the undercarriage components.

lThe 300 pound all-steel
undercarriage frame is
robotically welded for
consistent and precise
welding.

lTSO40 Grouser shoes provide
unstoppable traction in even the
harshest conditions. (TSO45P -
Non-marking shoes optional)

lThe upper frame of the MH
Series MAGNATRAC is secured to
the undercarriage using ten
hardened 1/2” Spin-lock® bolt
fasteners.

2 Quality Engines
Honda®, the name synonymous with quality,
reliability and value has been the #1 choice for

the construction and
rental industry for
years! The MH4900
powers through tough
ground with a 2
cylinder Honda
GX690 air cooled
gasoline engine, with
35.6 lb ft of torque.
Standard items
include: digital CDI

ignition, integrated cylinder and head and a
17 amp alternator. Upgrade your MH4900
with additional items like a hour/tach meter
& other gauges offered in the UG50 Upgrade! 

Kubota® 05 series engines have been powering
heavy duty equipment for over 30 years! The

MH8500 boasts
an industrial 3
cylinder Kubota®
D1305-E4B (tier
4), liquid cooled
diesel engine
with 59 lb ft of
torque. Standard
items include:
glow plug for
cold weather
starts, a huge 40
amp alternator,
and a LOFA®

industrial ignition with hour meter and battery
indicator lights and more! - That’s TRUSTED
POWER!

© KUBOTA is a registered trademark of Kubota Corporation.© HONDA is a registered trademark of Honda Motor Co. Ltd.
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  WITH 100% QUALITY &
 OUT!
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lTrack guide rollers are cut from
super-hard AR400 plate steel and
keep the tracks running smoothly
in line for dependable track
stability.

lRugged axles are precision rolled
from high tensile steel, and
include submerged grease fittings
for easy lubrication.

lTracks are powered by industrial grade
hydraulic motors running at up to 3,000 psi.
Independently controlled track motors allow
an MH Series Magnatrac to turn within its
own length.

ke

lMS32 Mud Scrapers
(optional) utilize heavy
1” solid steel bars to
clean between track
sprockets and extend
overall track life.

lThe hydro-static
drive-train is coupled to
industrial grade #60R
and #80HK chains. This
double reduction drive
system produces power
to the tracks of almost
3 tons!

A standard MH8500 undercarriage sub-
assembly (as shown below) accounts for 1,218
lbs (58%) of a MH8500 within 12 inches of
the ground.  This low center of gravity means
unbeatable slope stability. TSU551 Track
System Upgrade available for the MH4900!

USING THE
RIGHT TOOLS
FOR THE JOB

     In order to build any quality product you
must have the right tool for the job.  In this day
and age that also means the right technology.
Here at Struck Corp. we are utilizing modern
equipment from some of the top names in the
industry - Autodesk® CAD
software, Fanuc® robotics,
Lincoln Electric® welding
technologies, and Flow®
Abrasive Waterjet cutting
system, just to name a few.
Our commitment to new
designs and technologies
ensures all MAGNATRACS
are getting better
everyday!

“
”

“This is a well-built machine!”
“This is a well-built machine...I’m surprised

at how durable it has been.  I’ve kept track

of all maintenance and watch for excessive

wear, but all components show little wear

and tear.”

-- Clyde H. Benner, Jr.,

North Carolina

MAGNATRAC® is a registered trademark of the Struck Corporation. All Rights Reserved.
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Handle dozens of jobs all over your property!

No matter what jobs you tackle, there’s a tough MAGNATRAC attachment to help you get ‘em done faster,
easier, and more professionally.  We offer dozens of attachments and accessories!  All are designed for high
performance.  And all are a perfect match for the
MAGNATRAC in size, scale, and function. 

Loader Digs, Hauls & Carrys a BIG load!

You’ll lift a big payload - up to 8 cu. ft., over 800
lbs. 93” high! Precise hydraulic controls enable you to
lift, pivot, dump, and “knock out” the last bit into
compact dump trucks.

This versatile attachment cleans barns, digs ditches,
scoops out foundations, hauls feed, totes large logs,
fertilizer, or hay...or just about anything!  With the
Material Bucket you’ll have over 9 cu. ft. of capacity
to handle those bulky materials such as loose dirt,
gravel, snow and that fallen tree.

Backhoe has a l-o-n-g reach and lots of power!

The MAGNATRAC becomes a compact,
powerful, hard-working backhoe that’s ideal for
hard work in tight quarters ordinary machines can’t
reach.  You’ll dredge, dig basements, footings,
trenches for cable and utility lines, pipes and more.

“Wobble control” levers let you reach, dig, lift,
swing, and dump with single hand positions.
Dual-bar linkage enables extreme bucket extension
and “curl” for maximum breakout, full bites,
minimum spill, and compact transport.  Choose
from 3 bucket sizes, 8”, 16”, and 24” wide.
Wide-reach stabilizers.  Reinforced “box”

construction of boom and dipper for strength.
Grease fittings/renewable sleeve bearings at all
pivots.

GET FAR MORE DONE WITH H
ATTACHMENTS!
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6-Way Dozer Blade moves mountains...a boulder at a time!

You’ll move rocks, soil, gravel, snow....even big boulders with
our hydraulic 6-Way Blade. Excellent for grading roads, lawn
areas, removing snow, cleaning barnyards, and much more.
Move it 6 ways HYDRAULICALLY -- fingertip control, no
manual adjustment!

Precisely control lift and down pressure. Control the angle left
and right, up to 25º either way. Control tilt up to 9º above and
9º below the horizon. Extra heavy-duty, fully-reinforced blade
is a whopping 54” w x 22” h, built with 1/4” thick steel and 3/4”
x 4” heat treated “plow steel” cutting edge. 
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Many more upgrades
& attachments available!

• Grouser track shoe kit
• Roll-over protective structure

(ROPS)
• Multiple-tooth rippers
• 2-bottom plows, disks, harrows,

cultivators (3rd party)
• 3-point hitch & PTO option
• Front & rear-mount blades
• Rear-mounted rakes (3rd party)
• Log splitters (3rd party)
• Backhoe-mounted log forks
• More!  Call for details.
• Most popular package: MH

Series MAGNATRAC with
Loader & Backhoe!

• Second most popular package:
MH Series MAGNATRAC with
6-Way Dozer Blade and Cat. 1
Three Point, PTO & Ripper!

 HIGH-PERFORMANCE 

“

”

“He built $20,000 stone walls
using the Backhoe and Loader!”
“I’ve built $20,000 worth of stone
walls with my Magnatrac. I used
the Loader and Backhoe
attachments to lift and set 80
tons of stone in place in a wall 6’
4” tall and 160’ long. Some stones
weighed 700 lbs. a piece!”

-- David Richards,
Pennsylvania

12

Extra-versatile Dozer set-up!

Substitute the MDB154
Hydraulic Angling Blade & CK29
Cylinder for the loader’s bucket,
and you’ll have a whole new range
off  grading versatility.  Push
straight ahead, angle the blade left
or right...or tilt the blade when it’s
in the angled position for ditching
and terracing. Whether your
plowing snow or grading a road
you’ll have fingertip control! 

Speed Hitch accepts dozens of skid-
steer attachments!

Adding a Speed Hitch to the
loader opens a new realm of
versatility.  Need a specialty
attachment for a job..rent it.  The
Speed Hitch is compatible with
dozens of third-party skid steer
attachments for anything your job
requires (snow blowers, trenchers,
mowers, stump grinders, and
more).  

Power Grapple let’s you easily
handle logs, brush, and rocks!

Four 1/2” thick steel tines grab
onto brush piles and logs with
over 1,000 pounds of clamping
force.  Use the Grapple to position
logs and boulders exactly where
you want them!  Clear your
worksite of construction debris or
your land of brush piles without
even breaking a sweat!

Scarifier/Ripper cuts roots, breaks
soil up to 10” deep.

The cat. 1 three point plunges
the 5 ripper teeth fully into the
soil with impressive power.  Teeth
are moveable and interchangeable
on the heavy-duty frame, so you
can create a variety of ripping
patterns. 

See sale flyer for packages and
price list for sale prices.

SALE NOWIN EFFECT!
Call :

1-877-828-8323Click:StruckCorp.com/sale
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SEEING IS BELIEVING!
       Don’t just take our word for it...see what Struck owners think about our equipment!  Even better, see for
yourself what our customers have accomplished with the unstoppable track power of their Struck Crawler!

“

“
“

“

“

”

”

”

”

”

“The Struck cat is the best buy ever. Quality is

great and factory support is second to none.

Tracks and hydrostatic drive gives you endless

opportunities. Keep up the good work.”

--- A. Roquet

“A perfect fit all around. Every time I fire up the crawler I'm

glad I bought it for the price I paid. Excellent value.”

--- S. Dickey

“Customer support and parts supply is excellent-one of the

best features of your company.”

--- B. Goding

Best tool I ever bought, great machine, great
support.

--- J. Edwards

“My nephew was trying to push out a couple of pine stumps.

His tractor is twice as big as the MAGNATRAC but it wouldn't

push them out... I took the MAGNATRAC over there and

pushed the rest of them out and leveled the ground up in less

than 15 minutes. He ate crow that day!”

--- L. Heavner

13
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“
“

“

”

”

”“Did more than I ever expected it to do!”

---J. Young Jr.

  ”I can run it where rubber tires would quickly

go flat. Amazing traction and a powerful

drive to match. Strong loader and amazingly

strong backhoe.”

--- A. Valencia

“I feel like a part of the family because

when ever I call we know each other by

name... it's a personal touch.”

“I've used my Magnatrac to remove 70

trees averaging 20” in diameter and 30’

long, dig and pull stumps, removed thick

brier under brush, and moved a lot of small

trees and bushes, redone several

driveways, made ATV pathway through a

forest, regrading yards, moved a couple

stuck vehicles.”

      --- P. Cox

14

MAGNATRAC

vs

Septic Tank
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